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“Everything is fine” - Steven Chavez  

“Anything is fine” - Rebecca Schwaner

“You have no time to doubt yourself” - Jim Smith
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4 | LOCATION

The site is located at 1615 Ocean Avenue in Santa Monica, California between City Hall and the 
Pier. I had never heard of Tongva Park before starting this program. What struck me the most from 
studying this park was the many mounds that were found throughout the park. The organic shapes 
of these mounds remind me of the varied topography of California. The motif of flowing water is 
found throughout the park, from the fountains to the curvilinear forms of the planted areas.

Location
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Through many hours drafting and 
thinking about Tongva Park, I have 
become very familiar with the park. The 
location of the park makes connectivity 
between City Hall and the Ocean the 
main focus. At the same time, the usage 
of mounds throughout the park creates 
a sense of seclusion and enclosure from 
its surrounding environment. However, 
the design also creates various areas 
for both passive and active recreation, 
encouraging visitors to spend time 
enjoying all that this park provides.

Concept
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6 | ANALYSIS

1”= 200’-0”

 Entrance to park

 Several mature fig trees were retained

Analysis
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1”= 200’-0”

 Pathway under pedestrian bridge on south side

 View of Ocean Avenue
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8 | SITE PLAN

1”= 80’-0”

Site Plan
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10 | ENLARGEMENT

Play structure

Play area benches

Water feature

Pathway bench

Boulders

Bench on boulder

Enlargement
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1”= 20’-0”
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12 | SECTION-ELEVATION

A Section-elevation: Elevated walkway, tot lot, and sidewalk on east side of park.

Section-elevation
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1”= 20’-0”
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B Section-elevation: Water feature and pathways on north side of park.

WATER FEATURE PLANTED MOUND PATHWAY
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2Play structure in tot lot

Sidewalk along Olympic Boulevard

14 | PERSPECTIVES

Perspectives
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Water feature near Main Street

Pathways through planted mounds
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16 | MATERIALS

Materials
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Plants



18 | SUMMARY

Through the iterative process of visiting, sketching, and drafting Tongva park I have developed 
a detailed understanding of the processes required to envisioning and designing such a project. 
Additionally, I have learned how to better manage my time, and as Jim Smith tells us, how to 
“just start” instead of spending time feeling overwhelmed.

I have begun to find my graphic voice as I continue to hone my skills and derive inspiration 
from my classmates and others in the field. To do this, I will need to follow Rebecca Schwaner’s 
recommendation to “practice, practice, practice”. I know that through persistent and thoughtful 
practice, my graphic skills will only improve and I will be able to better convey my ideas through 
graphic communication.

Summary
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